ABSTRACT Link prediction, whose primitive aim lies in remodeling or inferring link formations in complex networks, has been accepted as a fundamental study in understanding interactions between specific node pairs. To overcome the shortcomings of sparsity and intricacy in networks, an iterative method is proposed to comprehensively describe links in both local and global perspectives. From defining a truncated similarity matrix, local inherited properties in the network are maintained. With the refined similarity, a graph-regularized low-rank representation is provided to simultaneously preserve local and global structure information. Then, the representation is optimized to accurately predict link interactions in the network. Compared with the state-of-arts on real-world networks, the competitive experimental results demonstrate that our method is capable of effectively delineating interactions in multiple networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding and interpreting complex networks, such as biological, social and technological networks, focus on discovering relations among nodes and are facilitated in various scientific perspectives. Over decades, link prediction [1] has aroused much attentions in describing complex networks for its invaluable insights. Also the interaction patterns among nodes in a network discovered by link prediction have been proved to play vital roles in convincing structure optimizations [2] or further remodeling network properties [3] , [4] . Generally speaking, link prediction aims at unveiling intrinsic features in networks, or handling the dynamically evolutions of nodes and edges [5] . It roughly involves two formats [6] : static and temporal. Static link prediction analyzes observed networks to infer link status between node pairs, and temporal link prediction [7] collects a time series of network sequences to forecast a future state of target network. In this paper, we mainly focus on the static format.
Given a network, link prediction can also be considered as seeking for the probabilities that node pairs are tended to interact. Intuitively, most static link prediction models regard node similarity as the key indicators for probable links. Common neighbor [8] , as one typical similarity index,
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takes local structure information to quantify the connection between node pairs. Since its simple generalization, several variants based on neighborhoods have been widely applied [9] - [11] . In spite of this, influenced by the sparsity in networks, merely local neighborhood based information do not suffice to accurately predict link existences. Instead, random walks [12] or regular equivalence [13] manage to leverage global (or quasi-global) structure information, which can preserve more valid features [14] . However, more information lead to higher computational complexity and more parameter adjustments. More importantly, since the complex network itself has intricate links and complicated features, including one single structural information restrains the performances of similarity-based link prediction models. More comprehensive features are necessary for describing targeted networks. Intuitively, the combination of both local and global information can further improve the precisions of link prediction. Thus, in this paper an alternative model is developed to simultaneously capture the global and local information, and with these integrated features, more precise performances can be obtained.
In recent years, the explosive developments of deep learning [15] , [16] provide a novel standpoint for link prediction. Based on deep neural models, features of nodes (or edges, subgraphs, whole graph, hybrid of these elements in network) [17] , [18] can be embedded into low dimensional vector representations [19] . With extra side information [20] and specific task orientations [21] , prominent features can be exploited [22] . However, for link prediction, the sparsity of networks narrows the learning representation capacities in deep neural models. The data imbalance may yet cause severe over fitting in training, and may trigger poor predicting performances. Besides, in most occasions, the extra side attributes of nodes and edges in networks are inaccessible and not dependable for predictable models. Thus it is difficult but necessary to exploit valid features in network with limited priori structural information. Meanwhile, to circumvent these limitations, it is inspired to learn the representation problem in a more simplified and interpretable model, which can preserve instructive features for link prediction. With the insight of self-representation [23] , given a network X ∈ R n×n , each node x i can linearly be represented by the other highly correlated nodes x j,j=1,2··· ,n,j =i . With the consideration of sophisticated properties in a high dimensional complex networks, the primitive object in link prediction is to learn as much involving features for representation as possible. Therefore, the proposed model is desirable to flexibly grasp information from two aspects as a global low rank representation and a local truncated similarity (regarded as representation in local perspective).
In this paper, we propose a novel link prediction model (Tr-LapLRR), which integrates local and global structural information under a concise representation learning model. Concretely speaking, standard low rank representation is leveraged to preserve the global information, and a truncated similarity matrix is defined to maintain local structural details. To overcome the deficiencies in low rank structures and grasp enriched local information in network, the proposed model attempts to dig global information as well as various and discriminative localities. Hybridizing these global and local structural information, the proposed Tr-LapLRR model is developed to evaluate complicated relationships among nodes, and the extracted features are prominent in link prediction problems. In general, contributions of the proposed model are summarized as follows:
• An unified and concise model is provided, which complements the advantages of both local and global structure information to fully exploit intricate interactions in network and accomplish the task of link prediction.
• One strategy, truncated graph, is provided to enhance the efficiency and flexibility of the proposed method. It is capable of preserving the most discriminative features in network, which is proved to be effective in improving the performances. Experiments show that the proposed model has good convergence and stability. Compared with several existing models, it also achieves competitive performances. In weighted networks, it also has superior predicting accuracies.
The reminder of paper is organized as: Sec.II briefly reviews some representative models. Sec.III presents the Truncated Laplacian-regularized Low Rank Representation model and how it works for link prediction, the optimization and discussions of the model are followed. Some experimental results are illustrated and compared with several existing models in Sec.IV. Finally, the conclusions and future works are given in Sec.V.
II. RELATED WORKS AND PRELIMINARIES

A. TRADITIONAL REPRESENTATIVE BASELINES
The existing node similarity-based link prediction models can be roughly categorized into two components: local neighborhood-based and global (or quasi-global) models. The simplest local model is the Common Neighbor, which counts the number of direct common neighborhood between two nodes. It is considered to be proportional to the existence of links between node pairs. Due to its concise implementation, amounts of variants based on local neighborhood have been proposed, such as Adamic-Adar Index (AA) [9] , Resource Allocation Index (RA) [11] and Linked Common Community (CAR) [24] . AA and RA refine the common neighbors by assigning less-connected neighbors with more weights [10] , [25] . CAR and CAR-based variants are proposed by Daminelli et al. [24] . The defined Local Community Links indicate the linked common neighborhoods, and suggest two nodes are more likely to interact with more local community links. Though these models have low computational complexity and are parameterfree, their predicted accuracies are restricted by quantifying the network in single perspective. The sparsity in networks also constrains the performances of models based on local neighborhoods.
Therefore, as to access more informative structural information, the views of Path Length, Random Walks, and Regular Equivalence are enlightened to measure node similarity based on global or quasi-global information. The path-based similarity is defined as the total distances two nodes can travel from one to the other. Katz [14] assumes the overall path lengths between two nodes can contribute to the similarity, Local Path (LP) [13] confines the path length to 3, and the impacts of paths are considered to decay with their increasing lengths. Extended from Katz, LHN2 [26] indicates that node similarities depend on the similarity of their immediate neighbors. It is an application on the concept of regular equivalence, which is now regarded as the second-proximity in network representation learning [27] . Furthermore, in random walk process, a particle can iteratively travels to its random neighbors with transition matrix. Random Walk with restart (RWR) [12] , suggests that the similarity is proportional to probability that a particle with recurrently trends to its initial position can complete a round trip between two node pairs. Local random walk (LRW) [28] confines the steps of particle walks to alleviate the computational complexity in random walk. All these indicators are representative models taking advantages of global or quasi-global information. However the high complexity and parameter-dependent narrows the applications. Yet, networks are known to contain rich and complicated features, only utilizing statistical properties does 
, where γ (c) refers to the sub-set neighbors of v c that are also the common neighbors of v i and v j , thus |γ (c)| is the local community degree of node v c . The evaluations of path-based are also presented, X represents the observed adjacency matrix, > 0 is a tunable parameter, X n ij considers the number of n length paths between node v i and v j . Suppose 1 − p re the probability a particle restart, P is the Markov transition matrix from observations P ij = X ij /k i . e i is the initial state of node v i . q i refers as an initial resource distribution of node v i , t is the length of random walks. Z * is the nuclear norm, E denotes the sparse noise,α regulates the trade off between two components. λ k is the eigenvalues of X , and u k is the corresponding eigenvectors. λ k denotes the eigenvalues of perturbation part in observation. The mathematical definitions are extended to weighted networks. we ij denotes weighted links connecting node v i and v j , s c is the strengthen of node v c , and We is the replaced weighted matrix corresponding to the observed network.
not suffice to discover the underlying structures in network. The formulations of the introduced models are concluded in Table 1 .
As it has been mentioned, a well definition for similarity matrix plays vital roles in link prediction, the above models defect in failing to preserve sufficient features. Our proposed model combines comprehensive information from both the global and local aspects to measure the similarity in network. It is reasonable to believe our model can obtain more expressiveness features for approximating structures in network.
B. LINK PREDICTION MODEL BASED ON DEEP NEURAL LEARNING
The powerful deep learning models have aroused increasing attentions in link prediction [15] , [16] . Through deep learning techniques, low-dimensional vector representations can be obtained from mapping the features of element in networks, including nodes [17] , edges [29] , subgraphs (nodes and edges) [30] , or the entire network [31] , [32] . Also the extracted features are suggested to be proficient and effective for the down streaming tasks, such as node classification. For link prediction, as to sidestep sparsity in networks, it is necessary to take high level features learned from deep neural models into considerations.
DeepWalk [33] and Node2Vec [34] are the first prototypes for automatically learning local features of nodes in networks.
Through defining simple random walk strategies to sample node sequences, Skip Gram, Mikolov 2013 Distributed is used to train a shallow model for low-dimensional node feature embeddings. Then, deep neural models for embedding network data are roughly divided into two aspects: directly adopted and specifically designed [19] . The direct adoptions [27] , [36] of Stacked Denoising Autoencoder and the specific designed Graph-regularized deep neural models are two representative implementations in network embedding. To state concisely, given a network X , each column
indicates link existence between node v i and v j . With the key flow of Autoencoder [37] , SDNE directly encodes each high-dimensional node x i , into a lowerdimensional representation vectors y i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, the hidden representation of each layer is computed as:
where y The optimization function of SDNE is formulated as:
where means the Hardmard product, and
is the penalty term for sparsity,
L reg is a l 2 norm regularization to prevent over fitting on training process, γ and θ are two tunable hyper-parameters. Although these models provide a deeper understanding behind the networked-structure data.
The fixed input sizes and structures of the Deep neural models hinders them from generalizing across diverse graphs [15] . In addition, the sparsity in networks leads to data imbalance, which can impact the optimization in Deep neural-based models for link prediction. Alternatively, the Graph-regularized Neural Network models [38] , [39] , such as graph neural network [40] , and graph convolutional neural network (GCN) are specifically designed for extracting features in a network. Graph-regularized AutoEncoder [41] uses GCN as encoder and an inner product decoder to reconstruct networkX for link prediction. To be specific, GCN is an approximation to localize first neighboring structures to convolve with node attributes, which can be considered as Graph Fourier transform in spectral theory. Consider X , and node attributes F ∈ R n×c , the propagation of Graph-regularized Convolutional Network is formulated as:
In Eq(4), a renormalization trick [38]X = X +I nDii = jX ij is leveraged. W (0) and W (1) are weight matrix to be trained with gradient descent, σ is the activation functions. To briefly sum up, being one of the novel-fashioned feature-extraction methods, these network representation models can integrate the learned prominent features with realistic scenes to solve intractable problems. For link prediction, the application of most models are unavoidably narrowed by the sparsity in networks. And most networks can hardly provide extra side attributes rather than the complexity matrix it self, which limits the learning capability in deep neural model. However. the proposed Tr-LapLRR builds a lightweight model to involve informative features into linear representation, which can decrease the implication of sparsity in networks. With these rich and inclusive features, our model can provide a more accurate representation for networks, thus to obtain higher precisions in link prediction. For clarity, Table 2 introduces some notations and marks used in the paper.
C. GLOBAL LOW RANK APPROXIMATION AND LOCALITY INVARIANCE
In the view of matrix factorization, Structure Perturbation Model (SPM) [42] and Low Rank (LR) [43] are presented to capture global structural information for networks. Generally, consider X , SPM deems that perturbations (X ) (randomly delete or add links in networks) may cause little changes in highly regulated networks. Therefore, the global structures can be maintained asX
, where λ + λ is newly derived eigenvalues from the perturbed matrix X + X , and u k denotes the corresponding eigenvectors in networks X . Another model, LR [43] , uses robust principle analysis to capture an affinity matrix Z , and X ij = |z i,j | + |z j,i | can be considered as the similarity between nodes v i and v j . Mathematically, it is formalized as:
where E denotes noises in network, and α is hyper parameter. These two matrix factorization models obtain remarkable performances in link prediction. It is inspired to well define node similarity in networks through analyzing correlations of nodes in matrix forms. Based on self-expressiveness property [44] , every node can be represented by a linear combination of the other nodes in network. To be specific, suppose network X , node x i,i=1,2,··· ,n can be formulated as x i = n j=1 z ij x j , where z ij is considered as the correlations between nodes v i and v j . Low rank representation model [45] confines the coefficient matrix Z to be low rank, which is demonstrated as a more appropriate representation for global structural information in network [46] . It can be computed as:
where E p denotes unavoidable noises, and the coefficient matrix Z preserves more informative features in representing similarity. Then, as to preserve local information, manifold regularization is leveraged here. Given similarity matrix S, according to the premise of locality invariance in manifold learning [47] , VOLUME 7, 2019 if two nodes v i , v j are close in the geometric spaces, their corresponding representations z i and z j are similar as well [48] . Therefore, the low dimensional representations containing local structural information are described as:
where D is a diagonal matrix and D ii = j S ij , L = D − S which represents a Laplacian matrix. As the manifold regularization T has been used to enhance various models [49] - [51] , here we use the Eq. (7) to extract local information in network to optimize the representations for proposed model.
III. TRUNCATED GRAPH-REGULARIZED LOW RANK REPRESENTATION MODEL FOR LINK PREDICTION
The core issue in link prediction is to logically dig intrinsic correlations between nodes. The global and local structures in network are complementary to represent desirable information for accurate predictable models. Additionally, to overcome shortcomings from sparsity in network, it is encouraged to integrate significantly discernible features for local representation. In this section, we introduce the Tr-LapLRR method, which is carried out in two components: firstly given the observed network X , a truncation strategy is used to define the most related k-neighbors for each node in similarity matrix, then after obtaining the discriminative local similarity, a loss function that incorporates node representations by both global and local network structures is iteratively optimized for the optimal linear representation for link prediction.
A. MODEL FORMULATION AND REMARKS
Consider a undirected graph G(V, E), V represents the nodes and E the links. Multiple links and self-connections are excluded. The links set E can be divided into two disjoint parts: the observed set E T and the test set E P . As aforementioned, link prediction intends to exploit the missing links, or it essentially focuses on the intrinsic relations between node pairs.
Firstly, suppose a network X , for each node x i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, the similarity S ij between node v i and v j is defined by cosine similarity index as:
Then as to preserve the most related local property, a t-order truncated similarity matrix S t is put forward to denote t-th nearest neighborhoods for each node in network. Rather than searching t linked neighbors for each node v i , we simply select the most relevant nodes from S t . Mathematically, we truncate S with a specific value t, which retains the first t maximum values in each column s i and set other elements to 0. The truncation can yield a more informative similarity matrix S t for learning the following representation coefficient.
Next, in order to integrate both global and local structural information to better describe a network, manifold regularized low rank representation is used. Since low rank can obtain highly correlated nodes in whole networks X , and manifold regularization can maintain locality in latent spaces. The concise combination of low rankness and manifold regularization on coefficient matrix Z can obtain a revised representation, which is used for more accurate link predictions. Finally, the proposed model is formulated as:
where λ 1 , λ 2 are hyper-parameters to trade off between local and global information. X is treated as the given dictionary to deduce the corresponding coefficient matrix Z , and also a criterion in fidelity term to minimize the reconstruction errors X − XZ 2 F . The model devotes to calibrate underlying relationships between node pairs by XZ with a nuclear norm Z * 1 and a Laplacian proposition Tr(ZLZ T ). It has been proved that low rank representation captures more discriminative global information while manifold learning preserves local geometric structures. From optimizing Z , a modified representation XZ is learned to approximate true network structures, which is interpretable for more accurate link prediction performance.
B. MODEL OPTIMIZATION
To optimize Eq (10), we adopt ADMM method to solve the problem for efficiency [52] , [53] , which can be written as:
By introducing some auxiliary variables, the above problem equals to the following equivalent form:
Then the augmented Lagrangian function of problem is deduced as: 
By computing the deviation of Z as ∂L/∂Z = 0, we produce the updating formula as:
where I n is the identity matrix.
To update Z 1 , we solve:
which obtains the following updating form by d dZ 1 equals to 0:
To update Z 2 , we confront to solve the following subproblem
which has closed-form solution. With a deformed expression and singular value thresholding(SVT) operator. Define the SVT operator D τ as:
where X = U V T is the singular value decomposition, and
is a shrinking operator [54] , we have the updating formula of Z 2 as:
By minimizing the following subproblem regarding to Z 3 known as:
The iteration of Z 3 is obtained as:
Finally, we update the Lagrangian multipliers D 1 , D 2 , D 3 by:
To sum up, we collect all the above updating formulas to obtain ADMM scheme. For brevity, the details of solving this problem are demonstrated in following Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Optimization Procedures of Tr-LapLRR
Set t = 0, initialize µ > 0,choose λ 1 > 0,λ 2 > 0, and U 0 = D 0 = 0, stop criterion ξ . Input: the observed network matrix X . while stopping criterion is not met(not converged) do
3 ); end while Output:The representation coefficient matrix Z .
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we make an analysis of the computational complexity of Tr-LapLRR. Firstly, the derived Laplacian matrix L is introduced to obtain local structure features, and the computation complexity of which is O(n 2 ). Second, the self-representation coefficient Z is computed by ADMM algorithm with O( 1 ε ) iterations to an ε-optimal solution [55] . To calculate matrix Z in Algorithm 1, and auxiliary variables Z i , determined by singular value thresholding and softthresholding on matrix, the computational complexity can be O(k · n 2 ), since low rank representation only requires k principle singular vectors and values, and the k ≤ n denotes the rank of affinity matrix. Therefore, the complexity of the second part is O( 1 ε · kn 2 ). Finally, the computational complexity of our proposed model is O( 1 ε · kn 2 ). Though singular value decomposition is generally time-consuming for large-scale networks, our proposed model can effectively obtain better performances for link prediction.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we firstly introduce two evaluation metrics to quantify accuracies of different models. Then, to conduct the link prediction task in a network, we randomly hide a portion of the existing links and use the left network to learn the optimal representation. After the optimization, we can obtain the representations for each node and then use the obtained model to predict the unobserved links. In the second experiments, we change the sparsity of the networks by randomly removing a portion of links in the original network and then follow the aforementioned procedures to report the robustness of different link prediction methods to noises. Finally, since we have two tunable parameters, we first display the parameter sensitivity of the proposed model on several data when the truncation value t is fixed, then we keep the regularized parameter fixed to analysis the correlations between truncation number t and the average shortest path length < d > in networks. VOLUME 7, 2019 A. EVALUATION METRICS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AUC (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve [56] ) and Precision,Mouhab2012Predictive are two metrics for quantifying the predict performances. Given a graph G(V, E), V represents nodes and E the links. As previous statement, E consists training set E T and E P . U = n × n − 1/2, called as universal set, denotes all possible links between node pairs, and U − E T defines the non-existence link set. AUC metric, which is provided by the scores of all non-existent links, states how better a predictable model performs comparing with pure chances: AUC = (n + n 2 )/r, where r is the number of independent comparisons. In all these comparisons, n represents the times a randomly chosen link in the set E P having a higher score than the other nonexistence links in the set U−E T , while n counts the times of equal scores among all the comparisons. An more advanced model is explicitly indicated by a larger AUC value. Precision is defined as the ratio of right candidate links to the number of all selected links. To be precise, if we take the top-L links as the predicted ones, among which L r links are in the test set E P , then Precision is mathematically formed as: Precision = L r /L. Therefore, larger precision values indicate higher accuracy performances a model can achieve.
We implement all models via MATLAB 2016a under same background on OS settings, which are equipped with Intel (R) Core (TM) i5−4590 CPU work station on a 3.30GH 2-cores, with 8 GB RAM. Firstly, we randomly remove 10% of edges, and the remaining 90% are partially observed links E T . This process is repeated 100 times to get uniform examples, and all experiments are conducted independently. We first validate our model by illustrating the prediction performances, and compare average AUC values and Precisions with other stateof-art baseline models. Secondly we increase the ratio of missing links from 10% to 30% to display the robustness of proposed model. Additionally, it is also necessary to illustrate all the parameter settings in the following implementations. We compare our model with several typical similarity-based models, two representative latent feature models: stochastic block model (SBM) [58] and matrix factorization using a regression loss function (MF), and two graph embedding based models: SDNE [27] and WLNM [30] , the parameters for baselines are tuned to be optimal. For Katz [14] and LP [13] , we set the damping factor to 0.001 and 0.0001, and the best performances are chosen to record. For LNH2 [26] , we set the parameter as 0.99, 0.95, 0.9 and choose the best results for each network. For RWR [12] and LRW [28] , we set the damping factor d to 0.85 as suggested. In LRW, we search the lengths of random steps k in {3, 4, 5}, and report the best results for each dataset. In LR [43] , we set parameter α as suggested and report other networks according to the best results from the grid search cross validations. For SBM [58] , the initial distribution of W is set as standard normal distribution, and the link probability is initialized as the Bernoulli distribution. For MF, the number of latent factors is searched in {5, 10, 15, 20}, we select best performances for each network. In the two deep based models, for SDNE [27] , which can not generalize across networks. We adapt the neural network structures and related hyper-parameters in regularizations, and report the best result for each data. Then for WLNM, we report subgraph sizes as K = 10, and implement the same neural network structures parameter settings in [30] . Finally, for our model, there are two hyper-parameters of λ 1 and λ 2 , which are tuned by grid search on the validation set.
B. VALIDATION ON REAL NETWORKS
In this part, we implement Tr-LapLRR on each real network 100 times independently, and record the averages of Precision and AUC values respectively in Table 4 and Table 5 . The dataset we experiment on is displayed in Table 3 . We firstly compare the metric values with six typical models based on local structure information, including common neighbor (CN), Adamic-Adar (AA), Resource Allocation (RA), and local community-based variants (CAR, CAA, CRA). From the separate results, the correctness of our proposed model can be validated. Furthermore, compared with these traditional existing methods, the proposed model outperforms almost all typical local based models on both metrics. It indicates the assumption that Tr-LapLRR has the advantages in preserving more enriched information of the network, including both the global and local structures. Unlike the neighborhood based models mentioned above, the proposed Tr-LapLRR can capture more exactly features from regulating low rank and truncated similarity structures. For clarity, the highest prediction results are shown in bold.
Then we compare Tr-LapLRR with representative models via detecting global and quasi-global structures (LP, Katz, LR, SPM, RWR, LRW, LNH2). It is explicitly confirmed that the proposed model performs better than some global or quasi-global based models in several real networks. From the two metrics displayed in Table 4 and Table 5 , SPM and LRW also achieves competitive prediction results. With the help of particle random walks and Markov transition probability, LRW grasps more information to predict link existence. It is reasonable to consider that, to deal with link prediction problem, digging more valid information in a network is the primitive issue. To be specific, Tr-LapLRR improves the link prediction performances in integrating local and global information simultaneously, which are instinctively considered sufficient in approximating network structures. On the other perspective, the iterative minimizations of reconstruction error X − XZ 2 F in proposed model also contribute to searching the optimal representations. From the experimental results, it is reasonable to deem that Tr-LapLRR is capable of preserving as much informative structures as possible to approximate true real-world networks.
Additionally, compared with SBM and MF, Tr-LapLRR significantly enhances the performances in some networks. Since the model involves meaningful features rather than simple matrix computations, and the learned structure information facilitate in accurate link predictions. On the other side, computational complexity of the proposed model is much lower than SBM and MF. It strongly proves that our model is not just an extension of low rank approximation or matrix factorization. Meanwhile, to be more convinced, we also compare the proposed model with two representative deep neural models SDNE and WLNM, since we do not fine tune the two neural models for every network, they may not obtain the best performances. It reflects that though the deep neural models show powerful capacities in learning network representations, they also inherit the disadvantages. In some relative sparse networks, such as Word and Hamster, the imbalance data distribution (the ratio of nonexistence links are extremely large) negatively effects the predicting performances of MF, SDNE and WLNM. However, our proposed model can avoid the deficiencies through learning simple linear representation, and simultaneously explore informative structural features for link prediction. Finally, in Table 4 and Table 5 , last row records the averages of AUC and Precision in all used data. Thus the correctness of our proposed model can be validated.
Furthermore, Tr-LapLRR model is also experimented on weighted networks, of which the results are comparing with other existing weighted link prediction models, including weighted local neighborhood and global information. In brief explanations, wCN, wAA and wRA take the sum of weighted neighbors into consideration [59] , while rwCN, rwAA and rwRA take the multiplication instead. wKatz and wLP are used to manage weighted path lengths. Table 6 states that when the network is sufficiently connected and dense for preserving local manifold structures, our model performs better than the traditional algorithms. In addition, our model is proved to be capable of dealing with weighted networks, and can abstract more information from network structure than the LR model.
C. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY
In this part, we first study the robustness of Tr-LapLRR, in which we increase the ratio of missing links from 10% to 30% with 5% wise-step. Meanwhile, we compare the robustness of other typical models respectively in metrics AUC and Precision. From the Figs 1 and 2 , we observe that our model persists steady performance with the increasing ratio of noises in networks. Additionally, parameter sensitivity is investigated from two perspectives. On one side, we analysis the correlations between hyper-parameters λ 1 and λ 2 . λ 1 controls the low rank of Z , which is used for capturing the global structure information. λ 2 controls the manifold regularization which is used for preserving local details in network. In the experiment, we vary them from 1e − 5 to 100 respectively, and illustrate the Precision value in Fig 3. 48232 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The robustness performance of Precisions on some representative networks, x-axis is the ratio of randomly selected missing links, our model exhibit in red thick lines. From Fig 3, we can see that the highest accuracy is achieved around the left side of the bar. The accuracy rate rises as the increase of λ 1 and λ 2 at first but a further increasing of λ 1 and λ 2 over proper values will decrease the performance. Specifically, we can see that when λ 1 is over 10, the Precision is dramatically dropped because almost all the feature vectors will be zero and the carried discriminative information will be lost. Comparably, we observe similar conclusion for λ 2 . Since so large value of λ 2 will decrease the representation ability of local details, the performance will be degraded. For various complicated network, we empirically observe that two parameter values lying in the range [1, 10] can always achieve an acceptable result.
Besides, we illustrate the correlations between truncated value t in Tr-LapLRR and the average shortest path length < d > in networks. We fix the regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 and change the value t to achieve the highest performances for various networks. We record the best results and display the correlations of optimal truncation t with the shortest path length < d > in each network. In Fig 4, we can see that t increases with the length of shortest path.
V. CONCLUSION
Broadly, the key to our proposed model is a joint feature extraction scheme based on network representation. In this paper, we present a self-representation method to overcome the difficulty in precisely predicting intrinsic structures in real networks. Inspired by local manifold maintenance and global low rank, the proposed Tr-LapLRR preserves node representation by regularizing low rank and locality invariance, the optimal coefficients solution can elaborately revise link prediction accuracies. Our experimental results show competitive performances which definitely state the validity and efficiency of the proposed model. It worths to mention that the model performs better than the traditional ones in some weighted networks, we believe that our model can also be extended to multi-layer graph with requirements of different type of information in edge set. Solving Tr-LapLRR needs to iterate an optimization process involving multiple variables, which will lead to high computational complexity. In future works, we will exert more effort toward making it applicable for large scale networks.
